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Future Mind – Introduction
This is my greatest work ever. The reason I am able to create such work is because
my mind is in the future. This area of discussion and revelation is going to be part of
an extraordinary experience with the future. The future can be just down the road,
not very far away, in which case you would pick up simple events that would be
happening intuitively in your psychic field of knowledge. Or the future can be millions
of years ahead of where you are now, in which case your mind may not pick up
those events because they will be so foreign to where you are now. Both are the
same though, and that means that the mind that can intuit a simple thing like a
phone call that is going to happen from a friend in the next ten minutes, is the same
mind that can intuit a million years. The only difference is that when you intuit a
million years you don’t know what it is because it is not a friend on the end of the
phone.
The information has to have somewhere for it to land for you to understand what it is.
If you read science fiction, if you explore technology, future technology, if you
research and learn about the latest scientific discoveries and what is at the
forerunner of thought in your current reality, this will help. Knowledge and discovery
are all around you and the more knowledge you can bring into your reality the easier
it is for you to intuit the million-year future. If your reality is limited to four walls and a
simple understanding, your intuition will be accurate but limited because it doesn’t
have anywhere else to go. If you are a dreamer, a thinker, a person that likes to
contemplate, you are likely to receive knowledge from the future.
This section of our compendium is designed to do this on your behalf. It is designed
to build networks of knowledge within you so the next time you intuit something from
the million-year future, you’ve got pictures and understandings as to what that is
because remember that it is the same as knowing what is going to happen tomorrow
in your time. It is the same mind that does that, and because it is the same mind that
does that you know now that there is no limitation to what you can intuit of the future.
The limitation is merely a lack of knowledge through no fault of your own because
how can you know what is happening in a million years when nobody is talking about
it? This magnificent compendium is talking about it, all of it. The next few rooms that
we move into are going to hold technology, knowledge, discovery, social structures,
leadership, and understandings of the future in a million years. It will include
planetary changes, shifts in solar systems, the effects of exploding stars in a million
years.
The work in this section as you read each part merely requires an open mind and the
knowledge that what you are being given are frameworks so that when your great
mind starts to intuit things from the future, you can bring them here now because you
have more information to put around what you have intuited. By way of example,
let’s say you knew that tomorrow there is going to be an event in your reality that you
would do well to avoid, and what you see in your intuition at that moment is that you
swerve out of the way of something, and that something is shown to you to be an
object. So, when tomorrow comes you swerve out of the way of that object and in a
million years your spacecraft bypassed a moving asteroid that your intuition showed
you was eminent.
Part of this work will be to show you how the events that you are intuiting here are in
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some way correlating with yourself in a million years and everything in between. It is
just that the framework is different. We start with a simple analogy and we build it
into a magnificent understanding of how the mind of God is richly interwoven into
your life wherever you are and if indeed you are now a million years forward of when
this was written, the same holds true. You can know that what you are intuiting there
is affecting you here. So you read this now in a million years as it is, and you already
know that you have read it. You already know the effect of the words when you read
it the first time only what you are able to do is download more knowledge to yourself
as you read it. So the first time you read it, it is communicating with you directly in a
million years. I believe the words would be - you are downloading the future now.
The person who is reading this, now, is you and what you will get out of this
information is clearly understood by you everywhere that you are and will enrich your
life a million-fold because of this knowledge. When I talk to you about future
technology, and you realise that you already have that technology, you will move
deeper into the words and place them into a spiral that ensures the pictures, the
images, and the direct experience of that technology is delivered to yourself a million
years before. Suddenly you will know that you are in all places simultaneously and
then it is not a very big leap to imagine what is happening ten million years ahead
from your million-year self. This is the mind of God because it does not live in time.
To the mind of God, it is all happening now - 1 million years, 10 million years, billions
of years.
It is all happening now and observed without reference to time so the observation of
it means the God as it sees it does not know nor care for a future or a past. They are
just moments, and none are judged as better or greater - they are just moments.
Your God, the great mind of God that you are, is observing all those moments with
the same unlimited mind and zero judgement. It can see you as an extraordinary
being everywhere because it does not observe you dependent on your evolution in
time. It does not see you as greater because of your evolution in time, it is only you
who do that.
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Future Mind - Future Technology
We are going to work specifically with the million-year self and the reality in one
million years. The reason to work into that specific time frame is partly because it is
close enough and far enough. If we take it too far - ten million years, ten billion years
- the effort to make meaning out of those words is almost unintelligible. However, the
future technology that you hold in a million years is able to decipher that. Your
million-year self, the million-year future technology, one item that exists is a
recording device that has the capacity to pick up the information waves ten billion
years into the future and interpret them into that now. The reason that that
technology exists is because of this very reason that this information is being
discussed. The entities in that field that created the technology knew that they
wanted more knowledge from the future of technology, but they didn’t have enough
time to get it to them before events changed.
They developed something that would bring that technology through quicker, even
though the reality they were in was nowhere near where it was going to be in ten
billion years from then. So, the interpretation device was designed from their minds
to take concepts that had no reference in their existing reality, that they could not
place anywhere in how their life was, and to code it into pictures of information,
packets of information, that were relevant for their time. This meant that they were
instantaneously receiving the technology from ten billion years in the future and
reintegrating it into the time when they were.
It is an extraordinary piece of technology because therein time collapsed but time
existed. These entities were not of the mind to be time travellers, nor did they want
to. It was more magnificence for them to create such technology than it was to be the
entity who could move through time and go ten billion years in the future and then
reappear in its million-year self. The reason for this technology is because it meant
all of them could take the knowledge of what is going on in the future, like watching
television shows in your time. But what they are watching is real-time life
experiences ten million years from where they are, knowing that it is not fantasy or
fiction, that it is a viewing platform that collapsed time so that they could see
themselves in that future and what was occurring.
When this technology was developed there was a great need for it, and one of the
reasons that the technology was developed was because events that were occurring
in that million-year time were on the verge of being affected by changes in entire
planetary orbits, collisions shall we call them. These collisions were coming so close
and the entities in that future were so aware of it that they needed to know, via
technology that was nowhere near where they were, how they were going to get out
of it. They did not know how to change the orbit of their own planet. They did not
know how to make massive huge planets a million times larger than their own in
scale to stop from coming close to their planet and bumping it into some orbit where
it doesn’t have the sun that it required or the light that it required. They did not know
enough about moving objects as large as planets to stabilise their solar system and
not be subject to natures effects.
Because they did not know how to do this, they sent a message to them self in that
billion years future via their mind to ask for help but the help they couldn’t interpret
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for the reasons explained. One brilliant mind contemplated a solution to this - an
interpretation device. It knew that all mind is interconnected, all mind is God, all mind
is one, and all mind is now, and that there must be a way to garner the information
from as far in the future as required and still have the knowingness of how it affects
them now. All it took was contemplation by that entity - patience, will, passion.
Eventually it created a device, a technology that decoded future information to the
point that it could be received in that now and then it knew how to go about shifting
the planetary orbits within the time flow of its reality. It didn’t call spacecrafts from ten
billion years away to come and assist, it didn’t make wormholes, it made a piece of
technology that interpreted the future to be relevant in the now.
This technology will bring great relief to the minds who are able to hold a lofty
thought but do not know how to interpret that into a technology that they would then
be able to apply. It is that the technology will bring the toolkit based on what exists in
the current reality to pull everything together and make what is required. This
interpretation device is of course alive and well. The reason that this works, is the
same reason that the mind of God holds everything in the same observation. The
desire for what the technology can do is the same wherever it is. It is just the
environment - the tools in that reality that are different. This means you don’t have to
wait for the future to experience your creations.
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Future Mind – Spacecraft
Let’s talk about spacecraft from where you are right now. Spacecraft already exist
and already existed a million years prior to where you are now. Your decision to
remove yourself from space travel is in part through choice and in part through
manipulation, but we are not here to talk about that, so let’s concentrate on the future
technology - space travel. You already know how to travel in a spacecraft, you
already know how to navigate a spacecraft, make one, land one, and glide through
all space without the propulsion and the clunky materials that your current spacecraft
use. It would take no effort to bring your spacecraft to where you are now, once you
release the hold on the perception that technology has to occur in increments caveman to fire, to wheel, to road, to car, to industry, to electricity, to Internet, to
mobile. You think about technology in increments and that one has to build on top of
the other. When you release that, your spacecraft is already here because it already
was here.
You used to be aware of space travel, you were exposed to space travel, you have
been in space travel in your past. You have just come to a place where it is written
out of the history books and you agree - for a long time. Then you agree to slow
incremental technologies almost to the point where you are nearly still a caveman it’s so slow. In the future the spacecraft that we use, there are varying degrees,
depending on who we are and how advanced our technology is by nature of what it
is that we have determined we wish to create from that technology. If we have
technology that can travel through time - spacecraft - we then are already here with
you. If you know that in a million years you have a spacecraft that travels through
time, why is it so difficult to know that that spacecraft is here with you now? It is
obvious. The only thing that stops the spacecraft from being here with you now is
your mind in this reality that accepts nobody has a spacecraft, except those that are
making them in increments - working out what materials they are made out of,
getting space junk from some landed spacecraft that has been here for a hundred
years. Then morphing it and making it into their own new great creation, drawing
pictures of it, then working out how to affect the morphogenic field so it can take off.
It is ridiculous.
If you just accept the clean fact that in a million years you own a spacecraft that
travels through time, there is no question as to who is going to turn up and pick you
up tomorrow. It only has to get through your mind to reach you, and that is what this
is about. If you are contemplating here in this reality the greatness of yourself in a
million years and all the magnificent technologies and knowledge you hold, and one
of those thoughts is - of course, I have a spacecraft and it moves through wormholes
and takes me to distant galaxies, nod your head if this is something you want. Why
would you think that it wouldn’t come and see you here and visit you where you are?
The spacecraft we are talking about in a million years that you have created travels
through time. This is a checkbox list - tick.
The spacecraft you have created in a million years does not burn up in any
atmosphere. You would create that, yes - tick.
The spacecraft you have created in a million years hold such a high vibrational
frequency that it can appear and disappear instantaneously, yes - tick.
Because of the nature of your consciousness and you know who you are, the
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spacecraft you have created in a million years does not need weaponry - correct.
The spacecraft you have created in a million years is truly elegant and beautiful. It is
sleek in design, it is absolutely extraordinary to observe, yes - tick.
What size is it - optional?
Do you want to have a very large spacecraft that has presence or a very small zippy
number? Both… Wonderful!
So, in a million years you accept that you have this technology and this great mind
that can make these extraordinary things because life has moved on in increments
and of course all that is now known. Is the spacecraft in some way tuned to your
DNA? Is the spacecraft in some way a product of your great mind? Yes wonderful.
Are we getting a picture of the spacecraft we own in a million years, yes? Is it
starting to make a picture in your mind? Is it something you have seen anywhere
before? If it was something you had seen before, we need to go back to the drawing
board because it would mean it has come from someone else. This is unique to you
because you are a million years in the future, and you have created this spacecraft
based on your own design and your own mind and everything you know then.
Now, because we are extraordinary creators in the future, not so much now, in a
million years we are absolutely amazing at creating technology, we add some
components from ten billion years past, future into our million-year spacecraft. I
would guess you can’t think what that would be, not enough neuronet to do that yes. Let’s just start to make a few pictures based on the interpretation device. In ten
billion years your spacecraft looks more like a space suit. In ten billion years you
don’t even need a spacecraft. In ten billion years wherever you think you are you
are, and you have a spacecraft that forms around you. More like a space suit upon
your arrival because in ten billion years you have the DNA codes downloaded and
recorded of every entity on every plane, on every planet, and you have created a suit
based on those codes that you slip into when you arrive. Such is the mind of God.
Which spacecraft would you like to bring here now? The sleek model design that
whizzes up into the sky and appears and disappears and moves through wormholes,
or the suit? Or you could be very creative and bring yourself both. If you want to see
a spacecraft now, stop looking for it in other people’s backyards, and in hangers, or
area 51, or political discoveries that are hidden, and you bring it to yourself because
it is the same mind in the million years and in ten billion years once you take the
increments of time away. That beautiful mind in a million years is right here now, and
it would joyfully desire for you to have your own experience of your own spacecraft. I
would do that for myself.
The only barrier to entry for the spacecraft to reach you is your own mind. It is not
the atmosphere, it is not the political situation, it is not the entities that are holding
back the technology and not letting the earth evolve, it is not the era that you are
born into, it is only the barriers in your own mind. You can build in your back garden
your own space portal because you are still here entangled with yourself in a million
years because it is the same mind. So, did we discover how to make our spacecraft
with the materials that exist at our disposal anywhere in the universe without having
to be a technological genius and waiting for someone to provide us with the blueprint
design because we think that only the genius can make the spacecraft? You are that
genius because you are already flying around in it, you just need to bring it here. And
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how you made it in a million years is the same as you make it now. All you are doing
is bypassing incremental technological moves and becoming future now, not
downloading it.
There is one spacecraft I would like to discuss, and this is the one that you pick up
occasionally in your night space visions or your intuitive thoughts, just pops in now
and again. Remember, I said that the intuition of the events that you have here, is
linked to the intuition of the events you have elsewhere, it’s just that the frame of
reference is different. If you have an intuitive knowing here that time is running out,
and you want to make sure that you are safe and survive some events before they
catch up with you, and then you slide into an intuitive knowing that you have moved
past that and everything is now all right again - better than all right - your spacecraft
is likely to house a force field, a powerful wilful focus, that will take it beyond
blackhole events that represent imminent destruction, and you will be able to move
to the other side of that as the captain of that craft and bring many others with you.
If you feel at any times threatened, or as if you are being hit upon in your reality
where you are, it may be that your spacecraft is activating a higher frequency field so
that it can disappear and not be caught in the fire. Perhaps it is time to recognise
what is going on. And if your spacecraft lands in the great central sun and there are
a trillion dancing forms in exalted joy, you may just feel uplifted like you have never
been before. To conclude our discussion on your spacecraft, make sure you know
what it is doing and what you want it to do, and don’t look to any others thinking that
they know. You hold the technology to build it because you are already flying it.
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Future Mind - Information Technology
In the future we do not read. If we don’t read how do we gain information, exchange
information, and take in knowledge? When you get together, gather a group of future
minds together, for the most part the exchange of information is telepathic. The
challenge when these future minds are visiting from other planets, galaxies, is that
their frame of reference is different. In a million years the way information is
accessed and recorded, is different depending on how that cultural species has
determined it would like to do that. There is no one way that information is held. It is
not as simple as putting it all into one single enormous database that holds all the
information of all the planets all the galaxies and all the peoples and beings. It does
not work that way in a million years.
The diversity of thought based on a species genetics, DNA codes, determines how
they wish to keep the records of their species intact. Those records will include
knowledge of its history, knowledge of future endeavours, events, technologies,
social and or political - if it is political – leadership, kingship, queens, rulers, life and
death, just as you would imagine information is recorded in your reality. The
importance of archiving the information and having the information in a place - nonspecific that place is - is so that the records can be accessed by the entities of that
particular species, beings. Cross-referencing from different groups for the most part
will only occur at certain levels of thought, meaning that there will be travellers that
go to other planets, meet other entities for the exchange of information. They move
in benevolent circles knowing that this exchange of information is pertinent to
harmony in the universe because it goes towards understanding the differences and
diversities between beings.
In a million years earth elected to archive its history, its information technology, in
tiny microchips that are scattered in many locations outside of the earth. The reason
it did this is because it knew that the journey on earth was so unique it had to be
accessible by many, and protected in some way because that information, were it to
be unencoded now, there would be more lives at threat. So, the earth peoples for a
long time did not develop telepathic communication on mass scale due to the
sensitivity of the burgeoning consciousness. In some way they knew that their safety
depended on this separate mind. In a million years the telepathic field of earth
communication is open, and it is possible now to connect with the entire
consciousness of humanity in the future based on that telepathic field that is open in
a million years. Up until then, if the telepathic field is open for all entities on the earth
field, it is too dangerous and too many would be targeted, found, and destroyed
because of the untoward forces on the earth for numerous years after.
This is in explanation. Once the telepathic field is opened, memories through time
and ancestry are activated. If the telepathic field is opened in ten thousand years and
the earth has already moved into a phase where it is safe and in its future glory, the
field will unlock the ancestral pathways and the entities who pick up the field - the
grandparents, great, great, great, grandparents, of those beings ten thousand years
down the line, - it will open up their telepathic field and then it puts them at risk.
It seems foolhardy that this would be the case. Information technology through all the
galaxies is sensitive and powerful because the information can undo a planet in a
moment. When we open the floodgates of information technology, and those
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travellers exchange knowledge as they reach each planet, we are in an entirely
different era of evolution in consciousness. Until then the hidden nature of some
information remains paramount across galaxies. All is known in the mind of God, and
in some way the separate nature of information based on individual species allows
the expansion of that consciousness within a finite set of parameters which builds
uniqueness in all reality. If there is too much cross information, the unique way that
that species would take its evolution forward, its discoveries and its creations based
on the DNA codes, that original template of design would be cross contaminated.
So, there is a future in a future in a future where all information is exchanged freely
and creations are based on the conglomerate of all ideas through all realities and all
beings and all species, and then we reach an entirely new era of expression as
gods. Until then information technology remains, for the most part, isolated to the
individual species so that it may grow and evolve within its template of design. The
mind of God is ever watching and observing how its beautiful creations in all the
realms are birthing forth new ideas within that template. The people on earth were
one of the first to be cross contaminated and this is one of the things that makes
them extraordinary and unique.
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Future Mind - Future Lives
In the future, once you are past this beautiful phase of your existence in a fractious,
competitive, cutthroat and tyrannical reality where one is always attempting to step
on top of the other in order to be greater, squashing the life out of their fellow beings
in an attempt to recognise that they have greatness within them self … once this
phase is finished - which it will be - the golden age of humanity, long-awaited and
prophesied, begins to reveal what you always knew - that love is the connective
tissue that holds all life form together. Your separation from each other previously
held in place by physical boundaries that made you think that you were separate to
the other physical beings, the life around you, the reality, the earth, the tree, the
plant, the creature, all of those physical separations like walls, fall away in a great
expression that shifts knowledge to a level where you still hold the physicalness that
separates you from things so that you can experience it, but you are not separate
any longer.
You feel love for your fellow beings as if you could walk through them. Life in the
future radiates with this great and extraordinary love for yourself and each other. The
recognition that life is a perpetual cycle of living or dying, destruction and creation,
and that out of ashes comes greatness, is concluded for something else steps in its
path. And that ‘something else’ you have never seen before which is why it is so
difficult to comprehend. And that the reliance on the assumptions that life would only
continue in reflection of death, and that the humus in the soil and the rotting leaves
were always going to be the rich fertile soil for growth.
In amongst this future life you moved so far into your love for self that you knew you
were one with everything around you, including your fellow beings. Your future lives
richly reflect the composition of human forms that are put together with this love
intact so that as they walk on the earth and feel that radiance, the resonance, they
are connected with life. As they look at another - your brethren and sisteren, parent
or child - they are able to see divine light of love reflected back to them without
separation, anymore.
This era has long been prophesied - The Golden Age. Just as gold is the alchemists’
tool of great transformation, so too the prophecy will come to bear that life on earth,
your future life, will reflect the greatness of such an extraordinary journey through the
mud, through the mire, and the transmutation will be complete. Love has long been
revered on the earth as a great masterful healer, misconstrued in many places yet
always present through every era no matter how dark or forlorn it has been. Love
has always been there in humanity and as you release the binds of the physical
contrived reality that you have elected to be constrained within, this great essence of
love will blossom and connect and grow and grow and grow. This is what we are
waiting for and we know that you are there, all of you. The great golden era of
humanity on earth. As it is so it is by witness of the divine within. God has its way of
making miracles happen. To the future mind and your future lives. There is nowhere
else to go. So be that.
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Future Mind - Societies and Significance
Across all realities, societies are bound by the decisions of the leaders or the
genetics that manifests as leadership in whatever way that may happen. There may
be hierarchies in elevation of consciousness, in ability and knowledge, there may be
elected beings that are in some way genetically more pure. There may be systems
that allow certain leaders to float to the surface and to assist, rather than command
others in their pursuit of their own knowledge. All societies that have structure have a
structure because it supports the different layers of understanding that develop
through the society. Not everyone in every society is an absolute equal in
knowledge, ability, skill, frequency. If they were then we wouldn’t have the diversity
in all realities that we require to build greater awareness and awakening.
As a person or an entity moves up its scale of understanding, they lean towards the
leader to show them or to hold them as they go through these phases. This means
that those leaders have great responsibility over what may be termed their subjects.
In many cultures across galactic societies these systems are in place because they
support the varying degrees of awakened or intelligence. There are roles that are
delegated or selected for entities to be part of and none of this is a problem in many
societies. It becomes a problem when leadership demands its subjects to be without
the sovereignty of their own spirit. When this occurs the greatest travesty on any
spirit is that it feels coerced or trapped or held by another spirit, another God, in
whatever form that God may be.
In elevated societies what happens is although there are hierarchies, just in terms of
different types of wisdom and understanding, the leaders or those that are higher in
understanding, support the fluidity with which any entity may enter those echelons of
thought. They don’t put barriers between knowledge of elite understanding and those
that are not at that level. What you could envisage this as, is layers. And the top
layer is there because that is where the greatest knowledge of that society is held,
and any layer can float an entity all the way up through without having to go through
hoops and barriers and be as one with those elite. In this type of society, the mind of
the entities is so attuned to whomever is floating to the surface that they are
welcomed whatever layer they end up on.
If you thought about it as dimensions, and let’s say we took it from the fifth dimension
to the ninth dimension, we have beings on the ninth dimension who are able to
welcome any entity that moves with its consciousness and its frequency freely into
the ninth dimension. They don’t expect that that entity or any entity has to get stuck
on any level and pass tests or hurdles. All they know is that when the frequency of
the entity is raised, so too is their knowledge and their wisdom, their greater tuning
with the spirit, and it meets their minds at that ninth dimension. This is in many
societies the free-flowing movement. Any entity can be on any dimension for as long
as it chooses based on how long it would like to learn what it is that is there, but it is
the freedom with which they can move that is unique to these evolved societies. So,
whilst there are leaders or those that hold higher frequency positions based on their
vibration - which in turn brings greater wisdom and knowledge because they have a
high frequency to work from - they are the guidance but not the governing factor for
any other entity to reach that frequency and dimension.
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When we move to lower dimensional frequencies what happens is these powers that
hold the leadership are determining that they will not allow others to move up the
scale. This is common in many societies. The reason they don’t allow others to move
up the scale is because they are threatened that once another entity from lower
echelons of thinking moves directly to meet those entities at the top level, they are
having to question what it is that they know. That entity comes with their unique set
of understandings that may not be based on royalty, if that’s the case, or profound
genetics, if that’s the case, or any other semblance that would make the entity move
up into the leadership level. In these societies we have division, we have
suppression, and we have a sense that the entities stuck in the other levels are
suppressed and unable to have the free-flowing movement of their spirit as it
determines it would like to be.
The solution, if indeed it is required, is merely to take the mind beyond the structures
of the society, whatever it is that is being observed, and look at it in terms of the
spirit. How many entities are feeling that their spirit is held back by the system that
they are in? If you see a mass of consciousness where this is in place, what you
know is that we have a society structure that is disallowing of evolution or life. This is
why intervention happens and it happens in many planes because as it is observed
by gods, what we see is a dark sludge colour where the spirit is suppressed on a
mass scale, and then another layer where it is slightly brighter, then another layer
where it is brighter again. We witness that that dark colour has no life in it. The
objective of entities that come to intervene in different planes and planets and
systems is to lift the dark colour off the plane where it is stuck so that the light of
those entities spirit is finally once again able to shine.
Once the lights are turned on, then it is up to the individual entity in whatever system
it is founded in to break free of that system in any way it determines is best for its
spirit. This is why you get collapsing systems of society that occur in many different
ways. There is not one right way for that system to fall apart. It is the individual light
that will then chase and bring forth its movement up through the layers. Some may
bypass all the systems and not go anywhere near that and just elevate straight to a
new dimension where they vibrate in the high frequency and they are nowhere near
that system. Others will turn their light on from within the system and move to
brightening that whole layer so that that starts to crumble the societal structure that is
squashing the reality of others around it. None of it is right or wrong. What is key is to
recognise that in any observed planet, entities as they pass by that - we are called
the search and rescue crew, let’s call us that - what we observe is these layers of
society. If we see such suppression of spirits in any structure, we go into that society
and we start to build pathways for the spirit of those entities to find their way out and
free.
Not always will our work be to take down the layer at the top. In some cases, it will
be, in others it won’t be because if we take down the layer at the top then when the
light turns on from the base it doesn’t have anywhere to go. In some societies it is
actually better to keep that layer there so that as the lights are bright from below,
they actually float up to that layer and build a new societal model because the
structures are there in place for them to work within. The variables are multitudinous.
What is key is that the search and rescue teams that are moving past these planets
are always looking for any societal system that is held and thwarting the evolution on
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a large scale of the spirit of any individual or mass consciousness of those entities.
As much as it would be nice to do a cut and paste replication of a divine societal
system over one of these challenged systems, it doesn’t work that way - yet. It can
work that way if enough of the consciousness in the system raises. It can then
remodel itself with a greater societal system that is more along the lines of the ones
spoken about with the fifth to the ninth dimension, where there is hierarchy but free
flowing movement of spirit all the way through, and support for the divine to come
through in every entity wherever it selects or finds itself in that time flow.
Much of the work that comes forth in this Compendium of Thought with regards to
extra-terrestrial intelligence, will start to build understandings around the uniqueness
of each species which then will be able to link further towards what their societal
structures are like. By way of an example, the collective nature of the Pleiadean
consciousness as they move through and assist in a group or a cluster, that is a very
different societal structure to the make-believe structure of a Utopian society. The
reason to make mention of the make-believe structure of a Utopian society is
because Utopia as it is envisaged in the realm of the earth plane, is a society that
seems to have everyone in cohesive agreement and everything in pure magic in the
way it all interlinks. This does not take into consideration the intricacies with which
societies in future beings are so carefully constructed to ensure the evolution and
development of any entity at whatever level they wish to portray their reality within
that society.
As an example, if I woke up tomorrow has a Hathor, I would clearly integrate myself
into the society and the normal practices of that species. I wouldn’t come into that
species presuming to know everything about it until such time as I had explored the
consciousness enough to understand the idiosyncrasies and the intricacies of that
species. If I arrive there as an incarnated being into that reality, I need to learn which can occur instantaneously and quickly - how it is that that reality is held
together. I rely on the archives and the knowledge and the wisdom of the great ones
that are long-term beings holding the DNA codes of the consciousness of the Hathor
reality together. If I was born into that society, I would know that the genetic
predisposition of the entities that had brought me into that society, would determine
the level that I arrived at. By way of another example, when an entity incarnates onto
the earth plane, if it incarnates into a poverty-stricken reality, it has elected to
experience that level of the society prior to moving to another level.
Future societies are at best open, supportive, able to accept though diversity within
the whole, and know that the structure of the society that has been created by them
is a network that finely attunes and supports every other entity within that network.
And here you can envisage the beauty of the spiderweb and imagine that that web is
the network of a finely tuned society where one ripple on that web is felt by everyone
and everyone is supported by the whole web. There is no section that is left out.
Even though individual understandings are recognised within that web of society,
you can traverse any line and move any way you wish for your greater experience as
determined by your spirit. This is a symbol of divine mind and society. Your greatest
societies are structured on geometric patterns similar to the spiderweb where the
shape of the geometry holds beauty and magnificence in all the elements of that
geometric structure. All the elements are required to keep it as a whole, and all the
elements are just as glamorous and glorious and shining as all the others. There is
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no one section that is brighter or greater than any other. This is the geometry that
oversees extraordinary society and one symbol that would assist in recognising the
power of this is the five-pointed pentagram which supports and protects every
individual in their sovereignty and on their freedom of expression and abundance of
spirit.
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Future Mind - Future Architecture
Construction materials alone will be so different in the future that you will be creating
architecture and structures that are living entities. The structures that are created are
based on geometry and the geometry allows the structures to harmonise with the
environment that they are in. Although they are still buildings and architectural
structures which are not natural to the environment, they are harmonised with the
environment because their geometry sings in harmony with the living creatures plants if they be plants, and atmosphere - of the planet where it is being developed.
This living architecture in the future has been developed out of the materials that are
available on that planet at that time.
This can be considered to be similar to what you do already - making things out of
clay or wood or stone or marble - however the future mind is making them out of the
matter of the environment and not taking down or reshaping the materials that are
already there. They are taking the very atomic structure of the matter that is available
and reforming it so that it will fit into these architectural structures that are living in
harmony with the environment. The reason that they are designed geometrically to
work with the environment is because if they took the matter that was in the current
field of reality and they made it into something that was not harmonised with the
environment, it would be like a transplant organ that gets rejected. Because it is
made of the matter in existence on the planet it has got to have the same geometric
shape as all the other life forms that are on that planet.
Now, what we are talking about is just a beginning piece of background information.
The apex of the pyramid is where we really want to build our awareness of how
divine mind, future mind, builds extraordinary structures that are symbolically
connected with the geometry of the universe and retain knowledge for the
inhabitants. When the pyramids were created, not only were they landing platforms
for great beings to launch themselves from, and connect to their remote star homes,
what they also had was the innate connection with the divine geometry of the God
beings. This geometry is metaphorically very powerful because as the entity
approaches the innards of the pyramid, they are naturally inclined to elevate their
consciousness through the great pyramid or the great mind to reach its apex.
When we see future architecture from divine minds that have much greater
awareness than where the consciousness sits on the earth plane, they have utilised
geometry that is over and above what the pyramid shape holds. The apex of the
pyramid is merely a point of reference that entities are utilising to symbolise the
elevation of spirit to its godhood. What happens with this architecture in the future is
it looks and moves differently depending on the level of consciousness of the entities
that are present on that plane of existence.
For example, if the entities are vibrating in a very high dimensional field then their
architecture will look more like snowflakes - if that’s the way you would like to
describe it. It will be elegant, and it will be intricate, and it will be interconnected and
truly magically beautiful because those minds are able to hold that awareness of that
divine shape and recognise that as these structures represent that shape, they are in
communion with God via them self. If the entities are in a mid-range dimensional
field, the architecture of their mind will be more like your stars or your metatron style
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symbols because that is their way of communicating and representing the divine God
that they are. Now our apex of the pyramid that we are so attuned to in the earth
reality, is in place because it represents the point of ascension where the God and
the human are at one mind. The very top point of that pyramid is where the ladder
has completed itself and the mind is one with the God. If you don’t have the pyramid
to represent this type of ascension, then the shape of the architecture that is showing
itself to these entities on these other planes, is their way of understanding ascension.
This means that there is not only the pyramid structure that is descriptive of
ascension to entities, there are apex experiences that they are shown which do not
look like a pyramid.
If you were on a different plane of existence, and you were in a higher vibrational
field to the one you are yet still in - a state below your ascension or your climax of
reaching the point where one is God mind - you would have different symbols to
attach your meaning to, than the pyramid may seem to be the symbol that is
representative of God mind here. The entities in the future know this and of course
they then build structures from the matter that exists on the planet, but they build
more than one type of structure because they know that on the planet there are more
than one type of vibrational field. What starts to happen is you walk across other
architectures that stimulate the ascension for the entity according to what level it is
walking into.
That is enough, it’s clear and what it is stating is - the pyramid and the apex of the
pyramid are symbolic representations of the divine ascension of a human to God. It
is very important for that symbolism to exist because it is built out of the architecture
of the planet and it is geometrically aligned with the planet. Other planets, other
dimensions, have different geometries and those geometries are what future divine
minds are utilising in their architecture on this planet and on many others. The
reason they can use it on this planet in the future is because it is an awakened being
and it is interconnected with galactic mind and not independent of that in the future.
Your architecture in the future will be infinitely more interesting and extraordinary
than what you have been exposed to because the geometry will be foreign. There is
so much beauty ahead for the creators and the builders of architecture, of structures,
because as they start to bring through these new structures from the galactic mind,
they are working with new geometry that will open new pathways they have not
previously explored and that are well beyond the well-trod path of ascension from
human to God.
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Future Mind - Future Intelligence
The intellectual mind in the future is hardwired to retain more knowledge and
information than you have previously been exposed to in the retention of it. The way
that future intelligence works is that it can move through states of existence fluidly
and pick up where it left off without holding memory as you understand memory. The
reason it is called future intelligence is because what has happened is you have
trained different parts of your brain to be operational in ways that they currently
aren’t utilised. The way memory is held in the brain currently, is it’s put into a
storehouse in your brain and then accessed as memory or information. Depending
on how much of that information you have stored, will depend on how well you retain
it.
In the future the retention of the information is not held in that storehouse and what
happens is that the intelligence of the being that you are is able to connect with any
point of exposure to information. Here we begin to understand how genius in your
reality becomes the norm in the future. Genius is an entity that has the ability to hold
numerous pieces of information simultaneously and continue to recall that
information no matter how short the exposure was to the information. Repetition is
not necessary in genius mind, similar to photographic memory, only the genius mind
also has the capacity to place together the reference points of different parts of
information. For example, geography and science would be able to be linked and the
linking between the different components of information is what the genius mind then
uses as its toolkit to create new thought from - creations, inventions, different
architecture, different societies, different ways of being. All of that comes on the
basis of the intelligence of the mind that holds these different pieces of information in
place and can retain it.
When we reach the future intelligence, this type of mind is the norm. That means that
schooling systems are completely different because currently schooling requires
infinite amounts of repetition for it to go into the storehouse in the human brain. And
then it needs to be reintegrated or accessed again to bring it out of the storehouse
for the entity to remember what it is that they learnt. In future intelligence that store
house is spread through the entire brain and not held in one location, so at any one
moment you can access all the intelligence of what you have learnt. Therefore,
schooling becomes the display of information which is instantaneously recorded,
remembered, learnt and understood. Then the way that the information is built up by
the entity, becomes the education. Meaning that the information is the baseline and
that is effortlessly attained. What is built on top of that - which is the structuring and
putting together, the linking, and the linking becomes unique to the individual
depending on how they see all the pieces fitting together - that then becomes your
intelligence of how new things come about: inventions and ideas that are currently
nowhere to be seen because of the lack of a capacity to retain infinitely different
parts of information in the same entity at once.
When this future intelligence is in place, of course that means that more information
can reach the earth plane and have space to be recorded into the brains of the
entities that are here. So, you can learn things much quicker and therefore more
things can come to you to learn. The speed with which the information reaches you
will be up to the individual as to whether they elect to specialise in that area and then
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continue to build on that particular area. If for example the entity is a scientist, then it
would build more and more access points to information with regards to science. If it
chooses to specialise in sciences, then it would build further pathways and be able to
access more intelligence from more entities with regards to science. It would then
put this together in its network of understanding and all the information would be
instantaneously accessed by itself. If the entity was more interested in creativity and
arts, of course it would do the same thing in that field. Then you have others just as
you do now, who determine they would like to have a broad range brush on all
information, and it’s only up to the individual as to how far they wish to take that. Not
dissimilar to how it is in the current reality. The main difference is that the storehouse
of memory is in a different way, as is the ability to continually access new
information.
There is one other brilliant change that occurs in the future which really sets apart
future intelligence from where it is now and that is the ability to hear more than what
is being said. The way sound carries information is elongated, so that although
words are spoken, as those words create information into the records of the brain,
the elongation of sound means that as the words are spoken, more depth and more
meaning is received by the brain than was previously heard. An example would be
that the intonation of the voice holds information and the higher the pitch of the
voice, the more information that is received. Not dissimilar to being able to read the
same sentence three times and leaning something different from it every time you
read it. That’s the best example that you have in this time flow but what happens in
future intelligence is all that information from that sentence is received
simultaneously. Whilst you have a single string of information on one wave of
thought, it is holding numerous bands of knowledge that is attaching meaning and
embedding itself into the memory of the entity.
That means that the efficiencies with which things are learnt are extrapolated to be
three, four, five-fold because you could read one formula and know that within that
formula there are five different levels of understanding and meaning. Then you are
taking that information and building on it and making new creations based on those
five layers. What your creations then become are more in alignment with a total
understanding of life forms and realities simultaneously, than just a singular and
linear lifetime and physical mode of reality.
This is an introduction to how future intelligence is certainly capable of learning a lot
quicker and a lot more than what you have right now. The other thing to be cognisant
of is that this is yourselves in the future, so your ability to take in this information and
to start to operate with a brain that has these capacities is not impossible from where
you are. In fact, it is highly probable that if you elected to start to record memory into
a greater storehouse within the brain rather than where it currently goes, you will be
able to bring forth more intelligence than you ever have before. This will be an
overriding of current systems that are in place in the brain. You can work with this in
the simple visual analogies as described. Currently memory goes into a storehouse,
and now you are choosing to operate with the entire brain recording all memory, and
that all knowledge is accessible at any point and that you never forget anything.
That is future intelligence in a nutshell. There is no reason for you to forget anything ever. A point to remember is that specialisation does still exist in future intelligence
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so the assumption that all entities know everything is a false assumption.
Specialisation into fields of knowledge is apparent in future intelligence in order to
create greater depth in those areas rather than the term, - you know all trades, but
master of none. This is why you can meet extraordinary beings in this time and know
that they don’t necessarily know everything. It’s because they are specialists in their
field, as vast as that field may be.
The other important point on moving yourself into the recognition of future
intelligence within your own capacity, is that you can also borrow through the greater
mind, the mind of other entities. What that means is if you have gaps in your
intelligence in that future mind, you would merely work with a nonlocal reality where
you’re communicating into the greater mind and picking up the consciousness of the
entities where you have the gaps. You would then bring that through into your mind
so that you have at any point this filling in of where it is you need that information to
come from. This is a simple tool that is taught from birth onwards, for children to
know how it is that what they don’t know, someone else does and they are not
limited to their own access of knowledge. This brings forth a great fluidity in
intelligence and an openness in the exchange of that intelligence. The beauty in the
system is that you, just as you are not interested in everything right here right now,
you are not interested in everything. The freedom to be unique, even though you can
borrow any mind, any thoughts that you choose, the freedom to be unique is still very
much at play because you know that your intelligence is your own and it always will
be. As you read this utilise these three simple points:
•

Determine that every sentence you read you are receiving the entire
bandwidth of information that is held in that sentence.

•

Store information in the entirety of the brain so it can be accessed at any
point.

•

Reference the nonlocal mind to borrow the consciousness of any entity if you
realise there are gaps that you are having trouble to fill as you read this.
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Future Mind - Future Children
In the not too distant future, you will recognise that children are indeed God
incarnate just as you are, and upon this recognition the energy that has been holding
the human body as the revered state loosens so that each individual is allowed its
full expression without being bound by the genetic ties or age-related paradigms.
This means that future children are seen and known to be the divine spirit that of
course they are, and that their wisdom at whatever point their physical body is
holding is able to be reflected from the child in its completion. What we then see in
this future is great minds, great beings in all bodies, not just those who have been
through the journey of self-realisation to whatever age or antiquity that may be. We
see that these future children are so embodied as the divine spirit that they shine
forever and that that strength of knowingness that they come into the body with, is
only a glimpse of what it is they become as they continue to move forward, even
through the varying shifts in physical form that continue to be part of a growing
human body.
You still see in the future the incubation, pregnancy, then birth, then age-related
shifts as the child grows up. The difference in those age-related shifts is there are
less chemically related hormonal shifts because the entity is retaining its divinity
through all its age brackets. It’s not dropping into frequencies where it has to repeat
the experiences of the multitudes of humanity, or its parents, that have already been
through those experiences, because it is coming in with its retained wisdom. This
future child will in observation from this time flow to that time flow, move through
puberty effortlessly. It will move through its early twenties effortlessly without the
risks, without the drama, without the angst that is so prevalent through those aged
periods because it is of the future. It is not coming into an incarnate body to have
those experiences; it’s coming to an incarnate body to have the experiences of a
divine spirit housed in a physical form.
This shifts the entire reality, and herein is how an entire species evolves. We have
been waiting for this for a long time. There was only so much seeding of a planet that
could be done without losing the essence and the integrity of the human form. What
we have been waiting for is for the human form to be able to house the great spirit
and for the great spirit to shine through the human form. This future child, these
future children, as they incarnate are what we have all been waiting to be part of,
and this is how the seeding of the planet means that now it is Gods and man, gods
and woman, together. The children are going to hold everything as those gods. Their
bodies will be so adaptable to hold that that they don’t have to press it through the
issues that all the other gods prior had to press that body through to make it catch
up, to make it part of who they are, to make the DNA sing. They don’t have to do
that.
As those entities are incubating, or in utero within the female, the female will be
within receipt of that divine wisdom so what will happen is, even if the female is not
as evolved as the entities coming through, she will suddenly take on into her form
more of the frequency of that evolved state. As the child is born that God being is
supporting the female to be in alignment with it and releasing - here it is as the key
point – and releasing the genetic bind that holds the woman to the child. It is going to
be released from the child, not from the woman. The woman has already had the
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genetic program running for so long that retains this necessity to create a survival
species. She can’t break that bond easily because that is what has been in place to
keep the species going for as long as it needed to keep going. The future children in
utero will integrate hormones back into the female body that shift the oxytocin levels
so that she will nurture – breastfeeding - same as always, but those oxytocin levels
that hold the binds together that create that, will be lessened. As the child
breastfeeds the oxytocin will reduce rather than increase and the mother will then
recognise the child as its own sovereign entity - because it is - and her “role as a
mother”, will be nothing like it was before. She is now released from that bond and
retains the sovereignty of herself as a divine spirit, so she becomes the vessel to
carry the body through and to bring creation into the world, and the creation she
knows she brings is a God into form.
As she brings that God into form, she illuminates herself as God in form ever more
than she has before because the true meaning of creation becomes hers rather than
creating a species that needs to replicate in order to have procreation and more
numbers on a planet. She then elevates her status of understanding to be in
alignment with the God that she is of course and always was. The male that was
inseminating the female harmonises with that energy field that she is, and the child
lives with Gods incarnate because of the energy that is coming in with the child, and
its ability to shift the hormonal systems of the female during pregnancy and
afterwards.
This is the magnificent change that occurs on this planet and how this future species
of human beings is Gods incarnate and recognise as such from the children upward.
As we go along with time, because of course there won’t be every person on the
planet having a child, what happens is, those that have had these experiences, they
then do nothing other than create the change around them. Their micro reality is
shifted because they are aware of the innate power of the being that they are, and
they are not playing through the issues of the past that they have to make their way
into a reality to form. They then are creating a greater micro reality, that then creates
a greater macro reality and then all the other entities that were left on the earth plane
to experience the shift are then impacted by these great beings that are going to
incarnate and are already incarnating on to earth.
The woman, from the moment she conceives that child is aware of her sovereignty
and that is a very important part to understand. She sees herself as a house of God
and that house is holding herself as God and another God that will come and be on
the earth. She knows of her innate sovereignty so that when the body - the baby comes to life she is now free in her own right to move. It may be that that child has
more than one parent and only one biological parent. It may be that the woman that
birthed the child is so aware of the requirements of that singular self that she is, will
then have the freedom and the sovereignty to move as her spirit determines it will
move. Indeed, it may move beyond the earth plane after that period knowing that the
entity that is birthed of her is always safe and protected, cared for, and loved as its
divine spirit wills and drives it to be so. She will know that that love of God is inside of
the body of the child and so much power exists in that, that she will never feel a
separation or an anxiety or a loss if indeed her journey is to move separate from the
child.
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Gone are the paradigms of adoption, gone are the paradigms of single parenting
issues, gone are the paradigms of loss because there is no parent to look after the
child. All of that is completed because every one of those paradigms existed and
continued to replicate itself because of the innate thought that there is a separation
from God. Every one of those pictures from the child to the parent, through all
adoptions, through all loss of parents, through all lack of attention - parent to child every one of those paradigms was in place to push entities to overcome the sense of
separation from God. That is all that was. They felt separate from God therefore they
would play out every single scenario they possibly could to prove that they were
separate from love, which is God.
This future child, these future minds - its complete because that separation no longer
holds. Birth can occur and never again will anybody feel that loss of a loved one. The
only way this will happen in the short term is if a woman has already had biological
children and elects to have a child now - future now - she has to be on a high
evolutionary scale in her own enlightened state of awareness and awakening. So,
she recognises the totality of her spirit, then the entity that she will house will support
that and it will become a sovereign being. She won’t reactivate the patterns of the
past genetics that dictate how a mother react with a child. It is a primal thing that has
been programmed in and countless realities played it through in every culture. That
is if she already has children.
If she doesn’t already have children, the new entity coming through will be able to
work innately with her body to release those hormones that turn on when a child is
born. It will be the same outcome but an easier method because she won’t have
already activated the mother child tether. You may find more women having children
at older ages based on this. You may also find entities having children who are
relatively young based on this. And you will find that entities will have probably less
children because they won’t need to reproduce the species for so many people to
die. The need to reproduce over and over and over because half of them will die, is
no longer in place so it may be that the majority will have one maybe two children
maximum. Nobody will feel any lesser because of that because they know that they
are a God and they don’t need to keep seeing trillions of them self to realise that.
This goes some way to explaining why when a woman reproduces a number of
children with the same man, they are diluting the potential of a God coming in in its
complete sovereignty and retaining that sovereignty. Each time what is being
replicated is not the DNA of the father through the mother, but the line of attachment
to mothering is being reinforced each time she births a child. She is actually creating
more children on the planet for her to be tethered to. And because there are more
children on the planet then, she retains the mothering instinct for longer and her
escalation to where her divine spirit is driving her, holds her back for longer because
she has more children to look after - in the current reality. That is why having more
children with the same partner has this issue. If the woman changes partners, a
similar thing occurs. But because of the diversity in the genetics, each child that
comes in has a different potential reality that it is playing through those genetics, so
she feels less attachment to the different versions of the children because she is not
seeing the same genetic DNA replicated that is tethering her to those.
This is why you can find women that have children with numerous partners don’t
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seem to love their children very much, or leave them to strangers, or can have
separate marriages where the father looks after those children because she is
having another baby. This is why she is not tethered as tightly to that genetic bond,
whether the father is in play or not. Which really leads you to understand that less is
more in the future. And the difference in the outcome is that, because single children
in the current reality are so doted upon because the entities that birthed that child
feel that this is the only replication of their DNA, they hold on so tight, and that spirit
is strangled in most cases.
This future with less children is because all spirits are allowed to, and will, be
sovereign and thriving. No longer do we hold on so tight to our offspring in that
future. This is why you have maximum population growth at the moment. So many
are feeling that there is going to be this reduction of population, but the feeling of the
reduction of population is being driven from a state of ignorance and not from a state
of awareness because there are still so many entities in separation. Imagine just
having one child because you are complete in yourself. You’re not having those
children to complete yourself.
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Future Mind - The Hallways of Thought
In the future we recognise that each of our journeys were like hallways of thought
that we explored and collected memories and understandings, and we can open a
door that brings us into one of those hallways, take our friends there and show them
everything that we learnt along the way. The reason that we have these hallways of
thought in our future is because we elected to know that all our recorded
experiences that took us to the future, were always able to be backward observed.
And for some of us in that future we elect to go into those hallways of thought, and
they become not just a memory but an entire reality of experiences so we can walk
again on an earth in a different time when it is nothing like it is where we are now.
As we walk on that earth in that different time, we recognise that the hallway was
there to record for us our steps, and what everything was like. And when we go back
down through that hallway, whichever time that may be, for some of us we may get
caught up in it once again, because we bring back to that same era, wherever it is
we chose to go, a greater wisdom than we had when we were there the first time.
So, the rich life that we live, wherever it is in time we elect to go, means that we get
to experience an earth through different eyes than we ever had recorded. Our future
mind does this, not to change the destinies of those times, but for us to know that we
really did miss a lot that first time. As we go back there, we get to take in ever more
wisdom by the sheer nature of the possibility that we are present.
This is a simple exercise you can do in your current reality in one timeline. You can
take your mind to any point presuming you have learnt a lot in one lifetime, and you
can go back to any place in your life - when you were a child around your parents,
when you were on a family holiday, a teenager, a young adult. You can go back
there now just as if it is a hallway of thought and bring with you the wisdom of who
you are right now. You integrate into the exact body that you were then. So, you
become that child, that teen, or that 20-year-old, and what you bring to yourself in
those moments is the presence and the wisdom of who you are now. You will see a
rich life that was always with you, only you didn’t have the eyes to see it. If you were
on a family holiday and your memory is patchy, you can take that one patchy place,
integrate your consciousness that you hold now into that, and take on the
observation of the greater reality that is occurring while you are there.
Are there colours you didn’t see? Are there sounds in the air that you missed at that
time? The art of being present - whatever point in your life that may be, brings such
joy to those moments that what you will be mapping backwards in time, just as we do
in the hallways of thought from our future minds, are not changes to that reality, they
are not affecting the timelines. We are becoming present in what was there all along
that our observer was unable to see because it was running through such a limited
thought structure. Our great minds in the future are doing this - going back in time to
pick up what we missed. We are now realising how truly glorious life on earth always
was through the eyes of the great observer and it was only our brain with its limited
capacity that struggled to comprehend how beautiful everything was. Because it was
so busy keeping up with our limited thoughts, it couldn’t do anything other than
project through our minds, through our senses, what those thoughts were doing so it
would give us a narrow snapshot of a very large reality.
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This is what some of us are doing in future mind because we want to know what we
missed when all that busy thinking was going on. We are now present in different
eras with the joy of recognition that every lifetime, that every era, every moment was
teeming with life even though we didn’t know how to experience that when we lived
through it those first times. This is a beautiful exercise that you can so easily
integrate now just into this life and you are not changing your memories. This is what
is so beautiful - you get to keep all your memories from this life. You are merely
expanding them and making them ever richer because you can know so much more
throughout your entire life, including your birth in those times when you were a babe
with very little memory. You can go now and be that babe and look through the eyes
of the divine that you are and observe what it is that you missed.
You will find more joy presented to you because you have taken away the filters that
were in place to make your reality whatever you determined it needed to be that one
lifetime. If you were born in trauma and you lived a life of trauma, and you now go
back into yourself in those times with these open eyes and this open mind and the
great observer at play, you will see things you never saw before because your
memory was merely a product of what your created reality determined it should be.
You have always been far greater than you thought so take you, divine you, the mind
that you hold now, and visit yourself then and watch joy unfold.

Please send this to anyone you choose. All we ask is, you let them know of the website
The Compendium of Thought so they have their own experiences there.
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